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Nixon outlines 6 goalS, revolution
"But above all1 what this Congress can
be remembered for is opening the way to
a new American Revolution-a peaceful
revolution in which power was turned
back to the people. 11

joyed" in peace time since tive stated that he "will pro1957, according to the Presi- pose a strong new set of initiaAssociate Editor
dent. "As we have moved tives to clean ·up our air and
Jilli his second State of Union from runaway inflatioo toward water, to combat noise, and
message since he took office, reasonable price stability, alild to preserve and restore our
President Richard Nixon out- at the same time have been ~ surroundmgs."
lined six main goals and a moving from a w~e econ·
The national parks, recrea·
call for an American revolu- omy to a peacetime econo- tion areas, and other open
tion before a joint session of my," said Nixon, "we -have spaces were of concern of the ·
paid a price in increased Ulru- President. "For only if we
Congress last Friday•
employment."
leave a legacy of parks," said
Included in his "six great
To achieve economic stabil- Nixon, "will the next generagoals" were welfare reform, ity, '.'I will submit oo expan- tion have parks
enjoy."
full prosperity, restoring the sionary budget this year America's health care was
natural environment, health one that will. help stimulate
care, strengthening state and the economy and thereby open listed as the president's next
local government, and the re- u,p new job opportllillities for goal. Included in the plan that
form of the federal govern· millions of Americans," said would .i:>rovide care more
"fzjrly to more people" are:
men_t: ·
the chief executive•
The present welfare systepi,
-A program to insure that
Nix9n explained, "has become · The budget will be based no family will be prevented
a monstrous, consuming out- on a full employment economy from obtamig care by inabilrage." The community, the and the presidelltt said that ity to pay;
taxpayer, and the children by spending in this manner,
-A major increase in and
are all affected by this. Not- "we will help to brinig about
redirection of aid to medical
ing tpat people · may disagree full employment.
on what to do about the sysAnother section in this econ- schools;
tem, Nixori stated: "we must omy goal dealt with the "stim-Incentives to improve the
meet the · challenge not by ulus and discipline11 of a full- delivery of health services
pourmg more money into the employment budget. This in· to get more medical care reold .system, but by abolishing eludes the commitment of the sources inrto those areas that
it and· adopting a new one."
Federal Reserve System which have not been adequately
Specifically, Nixon's ·plan re~ates interest rates,. to served; aoo
calls for an · effective work provide fully for the fISCaJ
incentive and . a .work require-" . needs of the ecOl!lomy and the ' -New programs to encourment for · all welfare recipients efforts. of labor and ~an,age- age better preventive medithat are able to work. He stat- ment .m wage and pnce de- cine, by attacking the causes
ed that we should provide cisioms as they affect nation- of disease and injury, and by
providing. iocentives to doctors
means whereby the w9rkable al lOllllg-run best interests.
·to keep people well rather than
can help themselves and those · To restore and enhance our just to treat · them when they
who-·are unable to work should national envirODIIllent was the are sick· ·
be ~lped ·"g~erously."
President's third . goal. After
Stat~ and local governFull prosperity is somethtng last year's program· submitted
that "AmericatnlS have not en- to _Congress; the chief execu- men!5 'take the ~potlight in
By Steve London .

.to

Richard M. Nixon
Photo by John Peter.son

the President's fifth goal.
"The time has come to re-.
verse the ·flow of power and
resow-ces from the states and
commu!Illities to Washington,
and start power and resources
flowing back from Washington
to the states and commu!ili·
ties and more important, to
the people, all across Amell•
ica." The revenue shariIJC
plan that was proposed to C~
gress includes $16 billion f"°
investments in renewwg staw
and locai government.
"The time has come for a
new partnership between thl
federal government and tht
states and ·localities '-- a part,.
nership in which we er.itrusi
the states and localities with
a larger s.liare of the nation'•
responsibilities, and in which
we share our revenues wit.If
them so they can meet th~
responsibilities."
The revooue plan which the
President labels as "liistoric
in scope~and bold in concept,"
would increase federal aid,
for the next fiscal year, by
more than 25 percent over
the present level.
One of the reasorus for Nixon's plan for more powe:r to
th~ state and local governments is his observation that
"most Americ31Il1S today are

Nixon
(cont. on p. 6, col. 1)
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= KSU

implements
joint government
Manhattan, Kan. -

(1.P.) -

tickets
on sale Monday
Tickets · f o r · t h e
Sno-Daze concert,
featuring
"Catcus"
~ and "Sugarloaf" will
~ go on sale Monday at
the Cashier's Office
in .Stewart Hall. Sales
will continue from 8
a.m. - 2:30 p.m. until
the concert or until
_ all the tickets are
sold out. The concert
wi 11 be Thursday,
February 11 at 8 p.m.
in Halenbe'ck Hall.
T h o s e purchasing
tickets may buy as
many as desired on
,9ne fee statement.
E,ach ticket will cost
75 cents.

l

.The ·college

new judicial
_group head

I

Todd Waters, an SCS senior,
plan may be in the implemenhas been named chairman
tation stage for several
of the College Judicial Commonths, according to Dr. Johri
mittee. '!'he Presidential ComSteffen, Task Force chairman.
mittee serves as an "Appelate
'' A central committee is
court
on decisiorus regarding
being set up to study the imstudent discipline matters."
plementation
if the
he ,_
Vol.
XL_
VI _
11, _
No._
28_ _ _St.
State,
St._
Cloud,
Friday,
January
29,_
1971
said. "It will
takeplan,"
several
__
_Cloud
___
__
_ _Minn.
_ _56301
____
___
___
_.
The first student ever to
be named chairman, Waters
months to get · it integrated
explaiined that "we want every
into the _iniversity."
student to know that he has
The Governance, which calls
the right to appeal decisions
for a greater . sharing of reenacted by Student Affairs."
sponsibility between students,
faculty and administrators, A three-day leadership work- mll!lldty Leaders" ini the key- define our goals and purposes, In the past, "students have
stipulates that:
shop will~ be held this week- note address at 7-:30 p.m.· to- work out problems and find been afraid to appeal to our
board."
"The faculty shall retain end to acquaiint St. Cloud night.
ways to improve things."
primary responsibility for State students with residence
Panels and group meetings
She said tbat the workshop
Consid~rations being studied
courses, curricula and the hall · government.
in· n!ine diff~rent areas of re- is open to oo,y interested stu- for the committee include let·
granting of degrees, with the
Some 400 students from the sicience hall governance will dent living in a · residence tiirug students know what their
stipulation that students and college's nine residence halls begin Saturday momiing, ac· hall. "We wa;nt to build more a,ppeal rights are by some
appropriate administrative of- are expected. These students cording to Patricia Knutson, residence hall leaders and method, not considering pre· ficers be involved throughout are on committees that repr- workshop chairmain.
get the dorms working and vious offenses of a studelltt
the decision-making process.
snt the more than 2,500 dorm "We hope ·that the work- plaming thii..rigs together," during the appeal process,
"Students shall retain pri- · residents.
shop will give students a she added.
and removing any person of
mary responsibility for ap- Or. Edward Henry, former basic understanding of resiRepresentatives of local, re- the committee who ma~. feel
pointment of student activity mayor of St. Cloud, will dis- dence hall government," Miss gional and national branches biased in a particular appeal.
fees and matters of regulation cuss "Students as Future Com- Knutson · said. "We want to of the Association of College
"The
important
thing,"
for student organizations, with .
·
·
·
and
University
Residence
Waters explained "is that apthe stipulation that . faculty
1·
Halls will appear on a painel
members and appropriate ad1.
·
ootitled "How We Service." pealirug does not necessarily
mean, we are going to get the
ministrative officers be in-studoot
'off the hook,' but we
th
will loo.k at every angle of
e decision::::ib:r1°:0~
"The administration. shall
istrators will conduct sessions the situation."
retain primary responsibility
Ski ,Day, an annual activity $~ (metal skiis, buckle-boots, for officers and chairmen of
The College Judicial Comfor seeing that the standards of Sno-Daze, will be held Tues- poles, step-in-bindings).
such areas as a thletics, social mittee makes recommenda· and procedures in use within day, Feb. 9 at Powder Ridge
Fee statements will be re- activities, floor represelltta- tions to President Wick after
the Univeristy conform with in Kimball, Minn. Students quired for skiing activities tion, scholarship a:ntd publicity. an appeal and the President
policies established by ap- will be able to ski from 1-10:30 and no alcoholic beverages
The workshop will conclude will make the fiirual decision.
propriate policy - making p.m. and break with music will be permitted.
Sunday with a banquet feagroups."
from "Captain Hook" at a
St. Cloud State and Powder turing St. Cloud city adminis- Other members of the apThe Task Force also pro- dance 11Ul!Illi:ng from 6:30-10 Ridge will not be responsible trator Robert Freson, who peals committee are faculty
posed creating student organ- p.m.
for stolen articles.
'will discuss "Cbllege and representatives Tony Schul;i:eizations on the departmental Students will be able to root
With a 25-cent round-trip Comtnunity Relations,'' and burg, Wilbur Brewer, John
level and joint committees ski equipment for $2.50 (wood ticket fee, students will be a painel entitled "How Does Kilkelly, Alan Downes and
to bring students, faculty and skiis, lace boots, poles), $8.50 able to have access to a shut· Residence Hall Government studoot members Larry Meyadministrators into direct dis- (fiberglass skiis, buckle-boots, tle bus to and from the ski Accomplish Its GoaJ and Ob- er} S&ndy Nazarernus, aind Ken Wilson·
course.
poles, step-in·bilndings), and area.
jectives."

Chronicle

A proposed All ~ University
Governance, designed to improve working relations between students, faculty, and
administrators
at
Kansas
State University, has been
ratified by the KSU Student
Senate, the Administrative
"Council-Council of Deans and
the KSU faculty.
Proposed by a task Force
on University Governance, the
------------

Concert

Waters is

Workshop - starts today -

'Sk1· Day' s February 9

~~~~g~~~~t

at Powder Ridge, l{imball fa~Jf;

~~
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Nixon's goals
President Nixon's State of the Union Message was
a comprehensive spee<;b 41 one respect, yet left much
t.o be desired in other areas. The six "great goals" may
provide for interesting discu~sion, but that's about all.
Congress is not particularly in the mood to go along
with the President on -some of these matters. We aren't
either.
Welfare reform .is the first item spelled out by the

President, and though it oalls for a completely new
system, it does not say what this system .shouJd be.
The Pr-esident believes, with good reason, that the present .system is inadequate but, instead -of improvmg it, he
wants to establish a new ·one.

Since Nixon took office two years ago, the welfare
~stem has remained basically the same with no improvement. For his inactivity in the field, .the President
wishes to create a·new system.
The President's plan for deficit spending is admirable
but ~alls short of meeting the problem. Many Congressmen as well as economists have suggested wage and
price controls. The President does not want any controls
and hope.5 that moot of the problems can be solved before
his election in 1972.
Another _interesting aspect in his economic section is
Nixon's concern for unemployment. During his campaign
in 1968 the President suggested that a little unemploymmt wouldn't be bad since inflation would be checked.
Well, the -unemployment ,rate is currently 6.1 %, and it's
a little late t.o tell these people, especially the last people
t.o be hired, that you are concerned about them.

The proposals for the nc1turaJ environment are the
biggest j@ke that the President has ever uttered. It is
true that he shows concern for parks and recreation
areas, but what about the air, water and noise pollution?
The _President wants to leave a legacy of parks for generations t.o come but forgets about what the Supersonic
Transport plane will do to the envwonment. 1F the .President is truly concerned about the environment, we suggest that he requests $30 billion from Congress t,o clean
the environment. Pollution standards for all companies
would also be necessary along with stiff penalties for
non-compliance.
·
The health care system has come a long way since
Senator Humphrey iirst .introduced such legislation in the
early '60's. The President's proposals seem like a good
extension. His 'figure of $100 million for cancer research
is admirable and deserves considerable support.
We might be imagining things, but it seems t,o us. that
the President stole a slogan from Students for a Democratic 'Society. We don't know if this was intentional .but
l<power to the people•' was used a couple years ago by
Donald Hayden, then president of SDS.

Friday, January 29, 1971

Recruitment problems outined
Lack of cultural center, inaclequa.te staff. inflexible
admission policies hinder minority recruitment
~y Steve Johnson

When questioned during his
coffee hour last week on the
recruitment of black students,
President Robert Wick explained that there were prob- •
lems involved regarding the
lack of "manpower aIJ.d available resources."
Sherwood Reid, Director of
Field Servi!!es, explained that
a lack of adequate staff, inflexible admission policies,
problems with financial aid,.
and a lack of social appeal
head the list of reasons why
minority students choose to
attend -other institutions.
Elaborating on staff and
manpower drawbacks, Reid
pointed out that SCS has ·no
-permanent black representatives to go to the high
schools to talk to black students. According t.o Reid,
other .state colleges have such
representatives.
SCS recruitment, Reid explained, is mostly (Jone in the
form of letters. Last year
Reid received a list of 900
minority students scoring well
on the National Merit Qualifying Test.
"I contacted each one · by
letter, congratulated them on
their scores, and expressed,
on behalf of the college, an
interest in having them." In
each letter, the Field Services director explained the
advantages of attending SCS
pointing out various departments and financial aid available.

Of the 900 student receiving
letters, two students applied
for admission.
Reid views the key reason
for lack of response to recruiting measures is that " there
is no ·place at SCS for minor.ity students t.o go, t.o congregate, and to salvage their oultural identity/ '
This was also stressed l}y
black students who questioned
President Wick a w~k ago, ·
but they brought out the fact
that not only would such a
center benefit blacks, but also
whites who wished t.o learn
about black culture and points
of view.
The Field Services director
also explained that stringent
admission policies or unfavorable financial aid polices may
also cause few _minority students to come t,o SCS. .
Concerning admission policies, Reid explained that other
colleges we .able t.o .create
a "black base" because of
lower admission standards.
Such a base creates a core
of students at a particular
college which will encourage
other minority students to attend.
Presently, SCS does not accept students who graduate
below the fiftieth precentile
in their high school.
Reid feels that if admission
policies . were more flexible,
blocks of minority students
could be recruited from the
Metropolitan area, thus creating a "black base ,of students

who are previously acquainted
and capable of giving each
other moral support.''
Such flexibility, Reid explained, would ilibolve acceptance of some students who
graduate below the fiftieth percentile who have ''the intelligence, desir-e, and capability
to succeed in college."
The President's Commission
on Minority Education received a recommendation
from counselors at St. Paul
Central High School to accept capable minority students desiring to attend SCS.
President Wick t.old those
who questioned him concerning such a move last week
that he would not allow entrance standards at SCS to
be lowered.
Reid added that if some
a~ademically deficient student
were admitted to SCS, an
equal number of academically
outstanding minority students
would also have to be added
for balance. He pointed out
that many faculty members
are very concerned with the
academic profile of the institution and would strongly object to changing grade requirements otherwise.
Returning for a moment
to the problem of recruitment
manpower, Reid explained the
Focus program. Focus is a

Recruitment
(cont. on p. 7, col. 4)

It is true that the federal bureaucracy <let.ours many
useful programs becau.se of the vast amount of paperwork, but to say that staite and local officials can do
better leads to much ~ation. There are many areas
in which states could do a -better iob than the federal
government, and we hope that in
1reas states are
given ultimate atithority.

Against leaking faucets, falling walls

The reform of the federal government is definitely
necessary. Twelve cabinet positions is completely out of
hand and unresponsive to the needs. We support the
reorganization but doubt if Congress will.

To the 'Editor:
to fear or lack of interest,
All these ·efforts, it must closely knit group, ratherAfter years of leaking fau:. many were unresponsive t.o be stressed, will go for nothing than many dissatisfied seg:

Besides his goals, Nixon makes beautiful statements
that one can hardly disagree with. For example, he
realizes that there are millions of young people who are
willing to change the system. But it is a little late to
say to them: "We bear you and we will give you a
chance."
Wasn't it just laet year that the President said that
his administration wouldn't be sway-ed by student opinion
on Vietnam? But when a President begins his election
campaign all is forgotten.

Coborn's drug flyer
ignores alcohol, tobacco
To the Editor:

The first thing that struc~
me when I picked up the drug
abuse flyer while paymg for
my groceries at Cobom'.s was
the usual inr.ccurracies about
drug usage aind the churlish
drawings used t.o illustrate
them•
The second thing that hit
me was that the two most
widely abused trugs-alcohol

and tobacco-were conspicuously absent from the Jaycee
sponsored handbill. They are
not-as one .might surmiseabsent from. Coborill!'s wellstocked shelves.
Finally, what hit me hardest
was the realization of the in,.
credible arrogance it takes

Cohorn's

(cont. on p. 7, col, 1)

Tennants organize for supJ)Ort
cets and exorbitant rents , the the .idea·
if St. Cloud renters do not
frustrated tenants of St. Cloud
Nevertheless, a letter ex- support them. This applies
may have finally found a voice plaining the purpose of a ten'- oot on:ly to students, but also
for their grievances m the ants' association and a ques,. to workers, teachers, retired
form of a tenants' association tionnaire were pased out at people - anyone who rents
- provided that they lend the next meeting, all1d plans housing. A tenants Uiillion has
their support to make it work. were laid for a charter and an the potential to unite all of
Organized early in January, information service.
these people into a powerful,
the association drew for its
first meeting a varied assortment of renters, students as
well as low and middle i&
come people.
To the Editor:
against her by Gov. R01nald
Although the stories_ of rot- The National Committee to Reagan a year· ago while she
ting walls and conmviJnig land- free Angela Davis has begun was a faculty member of the
lords flew back and forth, a drive to sign tip oo.e mil- UCLA staff, new evidence has
the meeting produced not only lion American sponsors to come to light that the congripes but also defnte ob· Free Angela Davis. The drive servatives of California will
jectives.
began with Angela's first day not let h€r escape with her
Some of these were to in- in court Janruacy 5 ilD: San 1ife.
form , renters of their rights, Rafael where she affirmed The aut<Jmatic death penalty
keep the rent down, provide her innocence in coonection for the charges brought
ten~ with support in deal- with the charges against her. against her of murder amd
mg with their problems, and . The ~rive for a million kidnapping make heir accusers
set up an iin:formatioo service petitions has picked up steam job simplified to one of provregarding available housing in the few weeks it has been furg her guilty. This they atfor prospective renters.
organized. More people are tempted to do by bribing aoo
With these goals in mind, becoming convinced -each day threatening Ruchell Magee
the people who had attended that Angela will not aoo can to turn state's evidence on
the meeting contacted other not receive a fair trial in Angela. Magee, the convict
tenants t.o tell them about Califomiia. m addition t.o the accused along with Angela
.he organiization; however, due smear c~paign launched Davis, charged that his court-

ments.

Such unions· coo and do
force landlords to correct
housing, health, and safety
violations · anG to lower the ~

rfenants

Dav·IS
• ga1n.
• s new
support

....

.

.

:r

(cont. on p. 3, col. 5)

appointed attorney offered him
immunity from prosecutiolll
and parole if he would lie
and testify for the state.
m a series of legal writs
supporting his motion to fire -.
attorney A. Leonard ~jork·
land, Jr•, Magee c0111tends :-that Bjorklan:d "offered him
a judicial bribe to lie on
Angela Davis and say she
gave me guns Aug. 7." Magee's writ c(JIIJitinues "Also
the same att.orney threatened
the -petitioner's life with the
gas chamber. . .if the petitioner did not lie OIIli Angela

Davis

(cont. o.n p. 3, col. 4)
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MSCSA organizes lobby
~
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Davis-------------------,;,_Ccont. from p. 2)

Davis."
the Marini County court has the obvious effort to deny tilt
By Susan Kugler
delegates from each college serv:es as the State College
Magee contends that. prison refused to release a copy - of presumption of innocence · and
MSCSA (Minnesota State serve the organization which students' liaison to the state guards and sheriff's deputies the, proceedings of the grand thereby convict Miss Angela
College Student Association) meets once a month. From College Board.
accidentaIIy
killed
.fudge jury that indicted Miss Davis Davis of murder long before
has organized a lobbying force· SCS, Joe ~nnor, Char Benson,
Out of the budgets State Col· Harold J. Haley and three to her. The- trainscript of the the first witness has been
to represen~ state college stu- .u:d Jeff Burke are the rep- lege Studen:': Senates get from others during the court house grand jury was ojficially called. We are deeply con-dents in an area ·such as. tui~ resentatives. John. Schorger, their activity committees, one escape. The State of Califor- sealed and never opened to cerned tha~ the American jution 1ncrease, proposed for coordinator of student affairs. cent per student is allocated nia wants to prove that Magee Angela's attorney's in New dicial system provide- a fait
fall '71. r
at the State College Board to MSCSA. They operate uni- is guilty along with Angela York to use as . evidence· trial for a young, black Amel'The Association which is Office, is advisor to the orgoo- · <lei' this budget which many of the murder and kidnapping agafust extradition.
ican woman who admits tG
about four years 'old, allows izatioo.
members feel is inadequate. in the Aug• 7 court house
The public is- becoming in- being
member of the Com.
one coordinator from each
The- purpose of MSCSA is. This weekeind the Associa- shooting.
creasingly aware of the .re- mt.mist party."
of the state colleges to serve to act in ~half of the studehts tion meets in Mankato to disThis affair of the alleged pressive tactics used against The St. Cloud' Committee
on the lobbying delegatioo· of the Mmnesota State Col- cuss further cleve:lopmeIJJt of attempted bribery of Ma~ee Angela. ~ecause .of this, sup- for the Defense of the, Rights
The lobbyists are under the lege System and to deal with the lobbying force and other underscores the contenti~ port for lill her fight for free- of Angela Davis is c0111Cemed
supervision of the vice presi· µ..roblems germane tb- the col- nuances of the lobbying pro- th_a t Angela c.anno~ get a fair dom has . become broadly- -with the. unfolding chaptelll
dent for governmental affairs lege
community. • MSCSA posal.
trial. Another senous aspect b...sed, with support from of this history, and it fee)I
who is the liaison to various
to this trial is the bizarre virtually every part of the that concerned citizens
committees of the State Legismanner in which Angela was country, black and white, aml unite to insure that justicw
lature.
transported to California. At every power group iin the is not aborted iin this or an,
The orgamzmg lobbying
3:10 a.m. on the night of countryr save the ultra-cotlli- other cases.
force will exert pressur-, 00
Dec. 22, 30 police cars sur- serv:atives and wealthy caph
We actively support the Ni.
the Legislature and the State
S SUl CUSe
rouuded the Women's House talists.
tional Committee to Fre11
College Board focusing on tuiof Detention. Angelr. was
Reverand Abernathy, pres- Angela Davis, and will begiD
tion increases.
by Sara Hero
weekend was a success but whisked away to Mc.Guire Air ident of the Southern Chris,- a drive oo campus to sign.
Char Benson;, SCS Student A month ago a group, of agreed, with others that more Force Base wh~e she was 'tian Leadership- Conforeince, up faculty, students and staff
Senate President and delegate girls, .A W em doimAte 'JAA could have participated." She p~t on a National Gu~ will speak at a city-wide rally to support the cause, We have
to MSCSA, said, "The force girls, (WS) detenruned to co;11tinued, "T~e- weekend con• rurp~a,ne and flown to Cali- in ~ew York on February 2. attempted to reserve a weekly
has just recently been devel- end St. Cloud's image as a ~amed a variety · of events, forrua.
Julian_ Bond_, mem~r of !,he table in Atwood on Wrednesda1
oped and various related ideas suitcase college formulated 1t appealed to everyone. "
Im th<;, courthouse, Angela Georgia Legi~ature, 1s serymg noon but have not succeeded.
have been thrown out that plains to get students to, stay Sherburne a pealed to a s.tate<l,. I now ~eclare pub-- · on the- Natiooal ~onuruttee In any case, we will be
must. be presented to MSCSA up and get to know each large crowd
the danced lically before this court ~ to Free Angela DavJS.
around campus asking our
before the actual work be- other.
to the goldie oldies ~ crusty oefo~e t~ t )°ple !>r
Bishop Stephen G- Spotts· fellow students, faculty and
gins. "
Those students who took rustles of yester-year Sher- ctn
ha
amhi i:n~en wood, chairman of the NAA8P staff_ to beeome Free,.Angela
" One idea," she said, "has advantage, found themselves, burne's lobby really \ibrated ~ a l
~ ~
avr board of di:rectors, released Sif)Onsors.,
been to hire a profession.:t,1 lob-- last Friday, getting acquainted to .the sotmd of loner- ago Bea- . e~ eve1t thagamsf· I.me•. . the NAA
_ CP's resolution Oil In- addition- to this we have
. t · a t $5-,000 a year. Accord~ across a snowy bat tlef.1eId of ties a1nd Beach Boys
o
.
of An gel'a DavJS.
. It- ordered Free- Angela
'
.
bY1S
tam. mnocen ' ere. ore
thi mam~
urt· .i..
u1e case
DavIS
inig to Benson, lobbying can peltiin,g snowballs, while later
·
am ~y presenlatcede mto s co.
stated ... "we are appalled at buttolil& which will go 001! sale
.
th at stu- they were able- to get ' a bet·
ailiy cnm. we are able, .to obtam
.
take so muc h t une
·The atm.osph ere at Holes room
. al JSt unre
I t· d bef'
th
·SOOlli it
dents may be wise to hire the te_r look at their opponents was darker' and quieter with m ac .
ts an t. . f ore /
space in Atwood. We also have
· al . Another 1·d.ea over hot c1·der.
court
profess1on
1·ts l arge crowd enthus·iasti c al- ti
al •ri as a arge
hi h o f a fr.p.o.ll.:plans to. invite speakers to
that's been thrown out, she JUlie Lentner, a freshman ly listening to oomerous per- c. ti Fam~up, w
'bill ~m (cont. from P· 2).
campus to further inform us
said, is to. salary an execu· from Foley, commooting on· formers sing such songs as ~Jill ng
my c.. pa .Y, ~- rent by means of rent stJ.ikes ot new developments and mtive secretary "who would the weekend ·felt, "It was fl:llll "'l\fr. Bojangles," and piano plicates the state of ~~liform.a and withholdings. Most im- sights into this case.
keep in touch with the Legis:- dancing to a good, free band solos that included "The Over- as . a~ agent of political re- portant of all, perhaps, tenlature and report back to with a large crowd. I ooly tuFe From Tommy."
prr-5ion. totall . . .ll
ants' association inform people
louis Boone.·
MSCSA."
wish more students, when
Shoemaker's hootenany, Mitn a
Y 1 ega1 mo.ve, of their legal rights and' .give Ernie Coleman
· "MSCSA is finally starting given such a great opportunity chell's sing-along and Stearns'
them the . backing they need
Calib L. Ditnnell
to get its feet off the ground," to enjoy free thiilligs to do, casino also drew good· crowds;
OllllSC Or
to have them enforced.
He.r ve Fuy,et
Bensoo saig, " and we-'!'e really would take advantage of it.1' everyone seemed to be haviin,g
If you like what the· associa~
lookit11g forward to some of Saturday brought beautiful fun.
ti'oo has to -offer or if you
~ i_cornleK::eyet
the opportrnrrities opeining to skating weather and many
UC3fl0ll
have any questions concerning
..,,0
- ..
us."
·
students hopped aboard the
One- obvious supporter of
ft, call Joan Huge at Tri-CAP . J. Kuester
The Association's . member- SAAB sponsored sleigh to take the ·weekend scrawled this
(251-1612) or Carla Hagen at
Bill Langen
ship indudes all of the Mime- advaintage of the ice at .Lake message in Sherburne 1s graf254-4677, and watch the flyers
. sota State Colleges: Moorhead, Geo•rgefiti room, "AWS, I love you
a11d information in the CbronJudy Langen
St. Cloud, Mankato, Winona,
Pat Peterson, chairman of for' Sl)Oll1soring- "Stay Up WeekThe new _education buildfng icleGuy lev.ilain
Bemidji, and Southwest• Three agreed with others "that more end."
will provide about "as modern Carla Hagen
James B. Wade Jr.
a facility for counselor e{iucatio:n as you'll find,'~ said Psy- . - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - -..
chology professor Dr. Albert
Krueger.
Dr. Krueger concel)tu-alized'
By CHARLIE LIPTON
cover- the local indecent ex-- has the "Daioce" Capitalist one of its most origjool feaWhile the current trend in posure law o.n!ly to the bottom competing for the students' tures _ a human relations
student demaoo:s· has been of the paragraph cutting a money.
· laboratory desigmed to fa.cili1 overt criticism of the adult few " modem" steps- in some
The ''Dance" Capitalist is tate smal! group processes
capitalism which continually posh-looking restaurant, whicfr of a. st.range nature as this and- intimate student-instructor
removes large- , percentages also ·remains nameless.
species makes its- most not?ri- relationships. As far as he
of "spem;ling money"· f r o m
Somewhere among.st all of ous ~ppearanc.es OOllly dunng knows, this coUillSelor training
students' pockets: there is the afore-mentioned squalor the first three to four weeks. facility will be· the only one
• A Student run organization
little said about the Student stands the Student Capitalist, of the quarter. These. peoJ?le of its kind in the cOU1ntry.
Capitalists; those academic usually to the left of the sales are be.st known ~or their Prmt
The laboratory is similar
gypsies who spring up-· during brochures and just behind the Shop posters which read such in construction to a theatre•Our challenge i-s to provide students
the fin;t three to four weeks _projector·
.
.
fu!ngs as "Dance to The Elec- in-~e-round with a carpeted,
wHh qualHy mobile- homes· at the
of each quarter for the ex- The s~es pitch JS o-ge of th~ tric Graham Cra~k~r Crust, sunken center eight feet. in
press purpose of ripping off more mfamous
caooed Wednresclay, Adm1Ss1on-Men diameter. Above the center
kind of low prices that MR. EST ABtheir peers for the exorbitant variety and usually begins $1.50-Women slightly less." are two levels of concentric
LISHMENT refuses to accept!!!!
amounts required to equip to . penetrate t~e brain at ~he The. only thing t~at the pos- tiers and a balcooy for obserthe average college student pomt of consc1oust11ess, which ter fails to tell you JS that once vation and· broadcasts over
with the "in" activities and is the point at which most the "Dance" Capitalists feel closed-circuit televisioo.
•Over 7,000 uniqu-e ways to choose
acoutrements needoo for a sales o~cur.
.
they have gotten as m~c~
What will take place there
your own life styte- in a "student's"
"totally mealllingful" college He .will us~~lly whisper s~ch money ~ they cain l~git1- will depend upon the in.5trucexperience.
soft ~es. as Looks, exp~ive m~tely rip-off at one _time; tors. They may use it to stage
price range.
The Student Capitalists set doesn t 1t. But, my friend, which usually takes about four demonstrations in counseling
up shop in areas such as the dO!t't let that bother you be- weeks; you will be able U> see situations or int,er-peirsonal r-emain louruge area of Atwood ~ause the Fairbanks Hilton "The Electric G r a h a m latioirns or even leave the stu''Your 'Life.Style'
and the Stewart Hall. lobby. has agreed to give you as my Cracker Crust" for a paltry dents 'on their oW!ll and ob-IS OUR ·qoMM]TTMENT''
From the,e ru;ea em.mate. friend and an SCS student a 75 cents girls for the same serve the proceedings over
sounds of "in" muzak and. special Student Discollltllt Rate price•
television.
·
day-glo posters . which an- which will enable you to spend . Da,ruce Capitalists are a very
When the bottom floor and
Wl'iat can the New Living Ex-nounce such coming attrac- ten glorious days and nights nomadic bunch and soon pull the two levels above ft aFe
perience do for you? It can provide you with a Shultz, Ord or
tions as "Swim & Surf in sunmng on the beac~1 and liv- up stakes and disguise them- in use the laboratory caru acClu-onicle
Star mobile home built, furnished ,.
Beautiful Fairbanks, Alaska ing , it up ~ all this and ·more selves as frats, sororities, hall comm~date as many as 50
. Published Tuesdays and foijays
and pa id f.o, (we guarantee fi.
this Spring·Ortly $350 ! ! !"
for a mere three-hun<lred and courtcils, and special interest students. Controlled lightmg
throughout the schoof year exnancing ) exactly the woy you
cept for vacation periods. Second
.This entire displ~y is bac~ed fiftt do~ars-food, - tr:ainspo.r- groups. _
. in the ceiling makes it possiwanrit .
class postag.e paid at St. Cloud,
. Wlth a carosel proJector which tation, girls, and lodgmg for
The dayglo posters · still bk to highlight the c,enter of
Minn. Student subscriptions takis busily flashing pietures of a sightly higher fee; tax m- appear and the Muzak sys· interest and dim the peciph. 1
en f.ront th~ stu.cfent activity
young girls-the kind_ which eluded."
tern · spits out such goodies eries.
,
So break away from crab.by ,
fun.cf... Maif subscription ,ate is
do mt exist this. side of plasThis circus is performed · as . ''Na, Na, Hey , H~y, Kiss
Other features of the · couitll·
landlords and l\igh prices. Own
$2.0Q per· quarter Of $5·.00 per
your very ow;n· home for le~s monacademic year.
tic smgery playing aloout on by the Student Capitalists Your Merney Bye-Bye" · and sefor education area are ace)l than a reason.able apartment .
Wt ·n,.Chiet.
•~ Hel--L
some 1.mnamed: beach with every school day of the, year a group, of students sit aroood cordi()llll'-like doors and movFor. infor.matfon, call Hom.er at
or-1
· ................ ....... - •
a large, white_ hotel . in the- with ' the only variable being the Atwood main lounge ood a.ble walls. Its loccl.tion gives
253-3799 aher 6.
Asseciate Editor............... St-.e llMOII
lusinew~......... Marti lllllllquist
;;- background.
the merchan(}ise which they complain about getting ripped: easy access to the other cliniThe next series of these· hawk upon the unsuspecting off for a textbook while- they cal · departments of Special .__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __. O..CPho.................. J.i. PlltnN
slides will show these same student But the '"Lobby" enter "fU Enterprises - Trip- Education and Speech Path_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.
yOU!O!g ladies in dresses which' 1Capitalist is not alone- as he to Fairbanks $350."
ology.
••H '
•
~~
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SCS rally tips Beavers; The
fa-ce·

team loses

The SCS Women's Iintercollegiate Basketball team dropped a 51·36 decision to the Uru.versity of Minnesota Monday
at Minneapolis.
· By Dick Dahl
Mary LeVasseur paced the
Sports Editor
St. Cloud team with 15 points
A 22 potnt outburst by
as the girls evened their recGeorge Wilson, a hot second
ord at 1-1.
half by · Dean- Laager, and
The SCS "B" team also lost clutch free throw shooting by
Monday as the U of M defeat- Roger Nordgren were the ~ey
ed them 43-22. High scorers ingredients as the Huskies
were Diane Eickhoff and Laur- overcame the stubborn Beie Allen with eight p o i n t s midji State Beavers at Bemidji Tuesday, 76-67.
apiece.
The first home game for Trailing 38-33 at the half,
the women cagers is tomor- the· Huskies turned on the offense.in the second half to outrow as they host Winona State
score
the Beavers 43-29 the
at the Gray C a m p u s Lab
rest of the way. However, it
School gymnasium.
wasn't until about 13:00 to play
that the Huskies regained a
lead they held early in the
game at 8-7.
Wilson scored on a rebound
shot to put St. Cloud up, 5251. The Beavers retaliated
with a bucket, but Laager
came back to collect two of
The SCS Women's Intercol- his 11 second half points with
legiate
Gymnastics
team a long jumper, and reserve
placed- fourth in a quadrang- Reid Hans put Bemidji down
ular held last Saturday (Jan. for good when he completed
23) at the University of Milni- a ~ I_>:Oint _Play.
nesota. Mimesota took first
BemidJi .
back . to
place, followed by Bemidji a 61-59 deficit with about 4.30
State; Carleton, and SCS.
to. go, but then Nor_dgren t?Ok
Girls scoring team points over and scored eight _pomts
for SCS were Mary DePuew, on a reh?un~ shot and six fr~
fifth place in both vaulting throws m _six .a~tempts· Wiland the uneven parallel bars; son 'also chipped :m at the end
with two layups on feeds from
Bonnie Leuer, sixth in the un•
even parallel bars and eighth Bob Kelly.
The
Huskies
had
a
good
in the balance beam; and
shooting
niight,
clicking
at
a
Char Ulrich, fifth in the
46 per cent rate, while Bemidji
floor exercise.
cooled off in the second half
The team's next contest to drop to 36 per cent after
will be their only home meet. shooting 40 percent in the first
It will be held February 8 half. The shorter Beavers,
at 7 p.m. against Mankato who also used a zone,. outreState.
bounded the Huskies, 43-34.

Tech tomorrow

Girls' gym
team places
4th in 'meet

~lim'?ed

Gary Wagner pulled down 17
of them for Bemidji, while
the Huskies were paced by
Wilson's 11. Wagner also led
the Beavers in scoriinig with
13.

.

_

The Huskies nearly pulled
out of their "flex" wne into
a man-to-man defense in the
second half, Coach Noel Olson
related.
· ·
"We stayed with the doggone thing," said Olsoni. "As
a result they didn't shoot as
well, and we shot better."
"George Wilson played very
well throughout the game,"
he commended·
"Our bench also helped -~
alot," Olson said. "Reid Hans
came off the bench to replace
Kelly in the second half (Kelly
had four fouls) and saw really
his· fl-t
u" extended _action sm·ce
h-e 's .been here. He- made a
real big three point play and
stuck his nose in there and
did the ·ob."
·
Olson kso,singled out Nordgren, Laager, and Kelly for
good performances.
Tomorrow mght St. Cloud
returns home for a 7:30 p.m.
contest with Michigan Tech
in HaJenbeck. Tech is 2-2 en~
tering tonight's game with
Winona.
Michigan Tech has · last

H

k

ey team
faces 'Kato
•
d
again to ay
OC

The SCS · hockey team pay~
a return visit to Mankato
today and tomorrow after
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , splitting a two-game series
.viththe Jndians here last week·end.
·
The Huskies carry an 8-3
record into this weekend's
·
action at Mankato. In case
of: •warm weather ~e g~es
will be held on mdoor ice
·.
at Faribault Shattuck.
First line wing Terry
Thompson suffered a knee
.
injury last -weekend and is
,.
questionable starter. If he is
healthy, he will team with
917 ST. GERMAIN
John Fitzsimmons to flaaik
OPEN 11:00-9:00WEEKDAYS &
Rick Toninato on the first
line• Center Paul Oberstar
ALL DAY SATURDAY
will team with Wally Grant
and Dan Cooper oo the second
line.
Kerry McKnight will be in
the nets. The defensemen
' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - will be Jim , Proulx, Fred
Wahlers, Phil Pascuzzi, and
Pete M~Kay.

B EFOR E YOU BUY
Y0 .U RSQ UN D
.E QUI PM ENT SEE

M & D STERE O
WE ALSO HAVE A LAB
FOR YOUR REPAIR NEEDS

year's leading scorer in the
NIC in Larry Grimes and has
a local boy, freshman Dave
Thome (a St. Cloud Tech grad)
seeing a lot of action at center.
"They've had the same~
pie for thr~ years mw," sai~
Olson. "They're a real strong
offensive team but have had
trouble def~sively."
...
The Huskies play BerrudJi
again next Tuesday here, before hosting powerful Moorhead next Saturday.
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St. Cloud (76)
Bemidji (67)
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Totals
31 14 76 Totals
25 11 67
st. c1ouc1 .. ... .- ....... . . . ... 33 43-76
Bemidji .. ...... . . ..... . .... . 3' 'l9-li7
Team Fouls : st. Cloud 19, Bemidji 11.
Fouled Out: None.
Free Throws Missed,: st. Cloud 7,
, Bemidji 10.

h ld

·

Tankers 0
•
1st home, tilt
,

-

tomorrOW

·
The swimming team's first
home meet will be held tomorrow after journeying to
the University of Northern
Iowa today.
The opJ)Q!llent- tommorrow
will be St. Thomas and the
startin,g time will be 2 p.m.
at the Halerubeck pool. .
The Huskies dropped their
t:ecord to 1-6 in dual competition after losing last weekend to Winooa, 58-55 and Eau
Claire (Wis·) 70-43.
"We could have woo the
meet at Winona," said coach
Rufus Wilson, but he considered Eau Claire "the best
team we have seen all year."
Those seeing action thls
weekend i:n the freestyle will '
be Mark Ammend, Tony Upkes, Kevin Delaney, Dart
.Moulton, Steve Howard, and
Jim Sand.
The butterfly will be handled
by Rick Schwanker, the backstroke by Dave Eastmani,
·the breaststroke by' Dave
Woodward, Gary Soder, and
Mark Feely, and the diving
entries will be Bill Hanson
and Lanny Saumer.
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dance-concert

February 4 • 9-mi~night·

Halenbec'k Hall

BULL:

Pen
By DICK D~H
Sports Editor
Here They Are-Quiz Answers

• Seeing as the campus is in such a quandary about
the answers to last week's sports quiz, I'll spare you yet
another sleepless night and supply the answers.
Here they are:
1) A. Charlie Lipton. The Little Jewish Fella knows
so li1Jtle about sports that he considers a forward pass to
be something to throw at a sharp chick. P. T. McCalib's
name was put in so he would come down and pay us a
visit a:t the office. He hasn't been in yet. Maybe he
doesn't like sports.
2) D.. None of the above. There are n-0 accurate
records kept on dirty jokes.
.
.
3) B. Luscious Lars A.nclerson. The Atomic Armpit
never went to SCS, and although Rod Doolittle is plenty
mean, he hasn't graduated.yet.
4) . C.
Dennis Lorsung. If you've ever w:3tc~
Dennis catching for the baseball team and seen him ~t
his mask periodically, it wasn't to catch a breath of air.
Greg Thayer and Len Bremi~ restrict themselves to Juicy
Fruit.
.
.
5) A.
Phil Pa•scuzzi. Pascuzzi leads the hockey
team in penalty minutes and was no angel on the football
field for the vaa-sity, either. Rumor has it that he eats
lead and gunpowder for breakfast.
6) B,
Jerry Henkemeyer. Although I've -never
hea;rd Norbie Voigt (the bus driver) or Bob Britz sing,
they can't be as bad as Henk.
7) D. · Terry Porter. He has to re the greatest
athlete -on the basketball floor and non-athlete off it SCS
has ever had. Sorry, John Dill.
8)
9)
10)

B.
D.
A.

"The wheel."
White House
Sixteen beers and three bag•s of pea,n.uts. The

reoord holder is a big fat ldd with a funny walk. Spanada
and GBX were not in existence last spring.
High Blood Pressure News Went Na.ti<>n-wide
When 15 members of the football team were disallow-

ed from competing last year due to high blood l)['essure
evoked by "a shapely young brunette" as the February
issue of Playboy reported, the news leaked.
Yes, it seems the news was all over the place last
August when the examination was held. It even reached
California and New York.
I wash my hands of the whole thmg.
Old Chronicles Interesting

While paging through some very old .issues of . the
Chr<>nicle I was amused by some of the things I noticed

on the sports pages of years gone by.
The name Qf the sports editor. of the 193~36 ~hronic!e
was named (believe it or not) Willy Wolowiskovich. His
writing wa; as hard to figure out as his name is to spell.
Another interesting thing I saw was a point made by
Bob Stevens the 1949-50 sports editor in his column, The
Kibitzer. It 'seems there was a problem in finding enough
office space for a new football coach. ·
. .
Stevens said, "Finding space for a new coach 1s Just
one more example of TC's ( Teacher College's) .need for a
new athletic plant and new office space. . Sports are
beooming big business at TC. The college IS no l<>?ger
a school of 600 or 700 students with a two to one ratio of
girls to .boys, bent on stud-ring for ,two yea~s and then
teaching .. . If TC is to continue to grow, the school must
have a well-roun<led sports program:"
There was another thing I saw which interested me.
According to a cat named "Hoppy" in the April 25, 1~1
issue of the Chronicle, there was someone named Frankie
Brimsek who played goalie for the Teach~'s College
hockey team, was signed by the Boston Brums, helped
them· win an NHL championship, and was named the
league's Most Valuable "Player. I'll bet you didn't know
that.
Apologies to Grapplers

We goofed. There was no wrestling pr~view story
Tuesday about Thocsday ·night's big moot with the .
Bemidji State Beavers. According to my formerly foolproof a;f;hletic event chart on the wall, the meet was to
be toni,ght. In actuality, it was Bemidji last night and t:.i..
a meet
the University of North Dakota tonight.
,.._
So, to keep things consistent: The SCS wrestling team
will host the Bemidji -State Beavers last night . . .

at
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Bowling
tournament
to be held
Teams frnm Mankato State,
Winona State, Northern (S.D.)
State, South Dakota State,
and St. Cloud State will form
the field iin the first SCS
Men's Invitational Bowling
tourney tomorrow on the Atwood Center Lanes.

Gymnast Vogt enjoys
•
h
f
h
k
sw1tc rom oc ey
of at my high school," Mitch
relates, "but my hockey boss
taught me as a senior all he
knew from his collegiate play.
"Being there was no such
team , problems of available
equipment and uniforms were
also present. I used to go
~-...1 practice on the few pi·eces
aiau
(,not side horse) that were
around during study periods.
I got a jersey from a fellow
basketball player, as borrow·
mg clothing from the other
clubs was necessary arid
handy until I was givoo my
own."
Vogt's attitude toward the
sport "really changed" after
his debut at Moorhead, where
he had a commendable performance. He won the allaround and horizontal bar
events, placed second on the
· paralled bars and third on
the rings, and rainked seventh
in the free exercise.
A second and final meet was
at Grand Rapids, where he
got a first on the horizontal
34-8 with the Huskies soundly bar, second in the all-around;
defeating Wayne State, Briar third on the parallel bar and
Cliff, and Dakota State, re- rings and fifth on the floor
display.
spectively.
Dan Griffith ·at 118 lbs. ; Then came the 1968 state
Marlin Henning, 126 lbs.; John meet, which he entered but
Hooper, 142 lbs.; Dem Hartz- didn't place because of "poor
berg and Gene Barrett at 158 hittinig on my horizontal roulbs.; and Tim Raymond who tine." However, he was the
wrestled in both the 177 and first person to throw "eagle
190 lb. weight brackets, were giants" (difficult moves) on
the apparatus.
undefeated Saturday•
After those achievements,
After a rather dismal beginning, the grapplers have the friend and Anderson came
improved markedly. Coach into focus.
Oxton attributes this to "get- "A buddy of mine attended
ting a few matches under our State and kept track of the
belts. We faced some very team's past showiinigs for
tough teams in our first duel me," said the ·former thr~
meets, and our heavyweight, year letterman and captainGary Boman was injured prior ing left-wing iceman- "He
to a very close match at Augs- finally coaxed me to come up
and see ·the place and coach,
burg."
Tuesday, the Huskies jour- who really talked me into
neyed to Superior State, a enrolling."
school that they defeated last "I'm glad now that I took
year, and Thursday, Bemidji his - advice, because SCS is
one of the best set-ups in
came to St. Cloud.
TOl!l!ight the Huskies travel the state," added the lettering, pole-vaulting trackster.
to North Dakota University.

By WAYNE COOK
AthJetes coming from northern Minnesota . are usually
associated with hockey, and
Detroit Lake's Mitch Vogt is
no exception.
In addition to know-how on
the ice, he had more hidden
include
and undeveloped ;.,
hEvents
f 11 . scheduled
11
f
.... ano_ther
t .e O owmg:
a.m.- ive activity-gymnastics. Through
45
·man. team event, 4 l:
p.m· natural ability and skill, he
- smgles,
p.m . .- _ has promptly progressed from
ti
d~ubles compe tlon. Trop~ies a learning competitor in the
will be _award~ to the first prep ran!{s to one of excelc- place wmners m e:i.c h event lence and experience at St.
nd
a all-events.
Cloud State College.
There will also be com- Vogt, co-captain of Arlynn
petition between women's Anderson's gymnasts here,
teams from the Unliversity owes all of his knowledge
of Minnesota, Northern State, and success to the "persuaand St. Cloud at 11 a.m. in sive" SCS and DL coaches
Midwest Intercollegiate Bowl- and a persooal friend.
ing Conference matches·
"Gymnastics was unheard

00?.

.
•
.
Will
Grapplers
· t
at Wayne · mee

Huskie wrestlers have now
'.:;' gone undefeated in 10 matches
after foiling the efforts of
three teams at the Wayne
State Towitational last Saturday after,noon.
"We were very happy with
our victory over Wayne
State," commented coach John
Oxton- "After wrestling the
other two squads, (Briar Cliff
a:nd Dakot,. State) our fellows
were pretty well taxed."
·oxton explained that Wayne
State, ranked eighth in the
NAIA at the beginning of the
1
season, had placed many of
their junior varsity wrestlers
in cootention with the other
two schools, so their varsity
would be fresh while competing with the SCS squad.
The scores in the three
matches were 24-15, 37·5, and

Indoor track
-5eason opens

Page

Ad hoc committee upholds
non-retention decision

Supplied
by
Anderson's
"helpful" tips, Mitch is a twoyear letter winoor and one
of three juniors (th,at's highest
grade) on the youthful 15-man
Huskie Squad. In both of his
previous years of participation, he qualified for the na· als .
tion
"I didn't - go to the meet
a~ a freshman because of a
dislocated elbow. two weeks
before on the honzon~al bars,"
he recalled. "My time was
good enough (had 8.2_, needed
8·0) to make the trip._ Then
last seaso~ we qualified as
a team with a score of 130
or more once at home and
away "
Th~ highlight for the P.E.
major was a third-place finish
on the ~orizon~al bars. He
was also in all six events and
received a loth in long-horse
vaulti~g. Such tasks were accomphshed among hundreds
in each item and . teams
throughout the country.
Vogt feels both feats can
be duplicated this winter,
in the Mideast Conference and
NCAA champior.ships at Chicago on March 20 and 26-27.
"Our entire team will be
going because we are memhers of the league (a first),"
Vogt quipped: "We all hope
to do well, but the opposition
(from Illinois, Michigan, Iowa,
Wisconsin and Minnesota) will
be awful stiff.
. "Overall, the personnel has
been getti!r.g better ever since
I arrived. Our scores have
been improving steadily this
year and should be higher for
the next."
As for the l)()Sl?ibility of
reaching 130 points as a unit,
the Outstooding Varsity Gymnast of 1970, says:
·
"We're all confident we can
do it after 128 last week here
versus Bemidji. We need just
a couple of more meets (11
left) to get us in great
shape. If everybody hits then:
routine well, we shouldn't
have any trouble."

tomorrow

Geography department .
·
·
•
SpODSOrS Summer trip

Western United States '.~11 although it also may be auditbe covered in a 25-day field ed.
·
trip ooxt summer under the Carlsbad Caverns, Crater
direction of the St. Cloud State · Lake National Park 1 Yellowgeography departmeint.
stone N a t i o n a 1 Park, the
Grand C a n y o n and Rocky
The group of some 30 stu- Mountain National Park are
dents will leave S~. Cloud July amon.ig the sites to be visiteq.
21 and study phys~cal and cul- Stops also are scheduled in
tural geogra~hy m 12 states Colorado Springs, Las Vegas,
before returnmg August 14Los Angeles, San Francisco,
St. Cloud geography; instruc- E! Paso, Tex., and the Black
tor Elias Johnson is coorclina- Hills.
.
. .
ting the trip. In previous years
Cost ?f. the field tnp lS $~75 _
the annual excursion has visit- plus tuition and ~?es n~t lll•
ed Hawaii, Alaska, the Baha- clud~ meals. Ad~tio~al i:nformas and Europe
mation and applications are
·
available from Johnsoo at St·
The college offers ·six gradu- Cloud State. Applications and
ate or eight undergraduate a $50 deposit must be submitcredits for the course tour, ted . by June 1.

Ii M'mm-s/[ fM'mm Goo.d'•

PETER SELLERS
GOLDIE HAWN
~~~1

St. Cloud State opens its
morrow when they travel to
North Dakota State for a 7
p.m. triangular with the Bison
and Minot (N·D.) State.
Coach Bob ·waxlax will take
26 members of the team to
the opener.
"We need the work," Waxlax said. "We have been
working . hard without com·
petition for a long time. Our
young people are anxious for
some of this head-to-head
business."
Those competing are as follows:
·
Pole vault - Captai:ni Jim
Ridgway, Mike Romstad, and
Gary Hainson.
Jumpers - Tom Lindgren,
Darrel Knauss, and Rick Conway.
Shot put - DuWayne Paul,
Scott Warren, and Gary Sabourilll.
Relay team - Doug Warkenthien, Craig Johnson, Don
Rieder, and Scott Stallman.
Hurdlers - Ed Nettestad,
Ron Nelson, Joe Hurley, and
Mark -Thompso11r
Dist,mce and middle ·distance runners - LeRoy Kok·
tan, Gene Vincent, John Connolly, Bruce Johnson, Len
Brenny, Mark Nelson, Jerry
Schuldt, and Capta:iin Jeff
Renneberg.

The Faculty Seoote Ad Hoc According to the appeals
Appeals Committee has re- committee, the recommendajected the appeal of SCS so· tion to upholc the non-retell"
ciology and social work in- tion decision was based on
structor ·Alex Stach in regard the ideas that the "Faculty
to a notice of non-retention for Evaluation Process as passed
the 1971 academic yea:r.
by the Faculty Senate FebruStach who received notice ary 17, 1970, has been followof non-~enewal in December ed properly," and "Reasons
made an appeal to the faculty' stated for non-retention have
Senate appeals sub-committee not '-Al}t'l;n demons tr ated to be
for reviewal of reasons for false."
the action by the SCS Sociol- In a letter to Ben Moore,
ogy Department;
chairman of the Faculty SenCommittee members Gerald ate Judicial Committee, Stach
Korte William Nickles and requested a hearing "with
David Ernest (chairm~) re- full rights as outlined by the
viewed information given, to American Association of Um.them by Stach and made a versity Professors."
recommendation to President . Stach has been a member
Robert Wick on January 14 rn the SCS faculty since March
•
•
1971.
1967·

in

1971 indoor track season to-

NOW SHOWING

IRl""";·::.;;:Ei!:·--~ICOLOR

in'l,fy8oq

COLUMBIA PICTURES At-0 RASTAR PRODUCTIONS PRESENT

Starts

A RAY STARK• HERBERT ROSS Production

FRIDAY!

.Barbra Streisand
Georg@Segal·

,

.

START

i

:~~'!l"y ·..

~~ T ESC~PE"

neOwl
andthe
Pussycat
SHOW TIMES: 7: 15 & 9:45

~llr1l~~tJliJl!J·
.

.. . .

..

.

.

.,
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Nixon-----(eont. from p. 1)

simply fed ~P with government at all levels. They will
not - and should not - contin·
ue to tolerate the gap between
promises and perfoi:mance."
A second rationale for the
plan is what Nixon ·calls "a
great feeling of frustration"
that has "crept across the
land." He further explained.
that "Millions of frustrated
young Americaru; today are
crying out-asking not what
will government do for me,
but what can I do, how can
I contribute, how Ca.Ill I mat-

t.er?"
The President states that
his plan will give ·the youth
a chance to have more to say
about the decis!ons that affect
. their future- With government
closer to the people th e youth
will be able- tostate
affectand
the local
governments
- that come closest to them.
A reform of the cabinet is
the sixth of the goals. The major feature is the reductioo
of cabinet departments from
12 to Eight. The departments
of State, Treasury, Defense,
and Justice will remain the
same, while the remaining
ones will be consolidated into
four: Human Resources, Com0
munity Development, Natural
Resources, and Economic Development.

'

ii

Si

Sill

The change in Cabinet . positions would include a department dealing with the con·
cerrlS of people, one concerned
with rural commUlllities and
urban affairs, a department
involving our physical envirooment and one concerned
with th~ country's prosperity.
Under the reorganization
"we would organize them
around the great purposes of
government . . • we would focus and concentrate the responsibility for getting problems solved." The President
also stated that over the years
we have added departments
to deal with. social problems
but these agencies have bebut these ~.gencies have "become a hopef~ c~usion of
form and funiction.
· In addition to the six _goals
pro"'""o.rl
by the president,
~
he challenged the 92nd Congress to become the greatest
Congress in history. " But
above all," said the President,
"what this Congress can be
remembered for is opening
the way to a new American
Revolution - a peaceful revo·
Revolution - a peaceful revoiution in which power was
turned back to the people in which . government at all
levels was refreshed and renewed, and made truly responsive."

sssssssssssssssssssss

EYaY DAY LOW, LOW PRICES

327-Sth Ave. So., St. Cloud

\Si

Friday,, January 29,. 1971

'Owl and the Pussycat'

Movie

•

IS

The Owl and The Pussy
Cat is not a Walt Disney
animal special, but a movie
with an ensemble of biting
epithets, incongruous. characters, and often uproarious
humor.
'
Doris (Barbara Streisa!Dd)
is the actress - hooker pussycat who shrieks expletives
that would humble a stevedr-re. Felix ( George Segal)
is the owlish, unpublished
author who unwittingly becomes the target for Doris'
more than catty remarks•
After reportmg her prostitution, activities to the buildmg
superintendent,
Felix
opens the door to Doris, and
•·
•

'humorous voyage'

the movie embarks on its joint, they relax in the bath
humorous voyage.
tub, only to be interrupted
Both are eventually ev:cted; by Felix's fiance and her
Doris in her black modeling parents.
nightie with blushmg pink
Director
Herbert R o s s
hands "appliqued" to the (Goodbye Mr. Chips) does
breasts, Felix in his Hallo· a,n; able job in the movie's
ween skeleton costu...-ne, which adaptation from Bill Marnhe wears to frighten Doris off's equally fuiliily Broadout of her hiccups.
way play. Incidentally, Mr.
What follows is a succession - Ros~ also c_hor~graphed ~
of humorous adventures : when Streisand m Fumy Girl.
Doris cannot fall asleep withIf one should find fault
out a television set, Felix, in the movie, it must fall
still clad in the skelton suit, on Buck HeMy's screenplay·
get.s behiind a goldfish . bowl Hemy's humo~, last see~ in
aind improvises a late-night "Catch-22,"
IS
sometimes
melodrama and the sign-off mechaltlical and forced from
news· when Doris aoo Felix the viewer. Yet despite these
finish' a shared marijuana infrequent pryings, The Owl
and the Pussycat" is an extremely fwmy movie.

-Ac·t1vism required
•n
1
speech

Robert Klein, a superb
comedian in his own right,
provides substantial support
for the incongruous activities
of Felix and Doris.

Miss Streisand, the musical
Brooklyn bombshell, appears
for the first time in a nonmusical tole, and shows some
definite gains in the acting
profession.
The spotlight is a~so brilliantly shining on George
Segal. The fiine dram~tic
actor can also add a trophy
for honest humor to his growing collection.
In all. "The ,Owl and the
Pussycat," now showing at
Cinema 70, is a fine movie
of popcorn entertainment-

Course required
::~pl=toe&ablish for ed. ma1· ors

Everyone talks about a problem, but no one does anything what they have termed a
about it. Or so it seems" W?ATS line" _(Whats HapIn one cl~, at least, ac- penmg Automatic Telephone
tivism is mainda.tory as part Servicer which. would help
of the course requirements. keep. stud'E;Ilts info:r:med, O!ll
a daily basis, of various cam· The class is. Speech 220, and pus activities, ~uc~ as films ,
the subject is grpup dynamics. ~peakers, orgfill:lZational meetThe class is divided into small rngs, and athletic events. Callgroups, each examining a par- ers would be greeted by a tapticslar "problem" oo campus, ed message cOOlltaining updatand then taking it upon them- ed information in coocentrated
selves to do something about form that, by using a toll-free
it. The ass·.unption is that the number, would be just as ac·
group that interacts well, ac- cessible to commuters, stuc<;>mplishes most:
dent teachers, and alumni as
it woulld be to on-campus stuThis quarter, under instruc- dents.
tor Bob Rasberry's upervision,
different groups are ;_Jushing
Student reaction to the es· for better snow removal, low- tablishment of such a service
ering of soft drink prices, and will be determined ma Chronthe establishment of a student· icle Poll, to be taken somefaculty forum.
·
time in the near future•

A new policy on Education
200 has been in effect sinJCe
fall quarter. This ruling makes
Education 200 a prerequisite
to admission to the Elementary Education Major Program and currently limits enrollment in the course to 125
students per quarter.
The purpose of the requirement is to regulate the influx
into
upper-level education
courses to- the number of stu·
dents the department can accommodate.

It is also hoped that prospective teachers will take this
class as early as possible in
their college careers. This
should give them a better
b,asis for deciding whether

New brew for.the new breed.

or oot they wish to major ·n
Elementary Education.
-..
Presently, however,
the
juniors in the course outnumber the sophomore;,. This is
due partly to the large number of tr;msfer · students with
an Associate of Arts degree
f.rom a junior college. These
students have only to complete
their majors in order tc. graduate and ma.y enroll in upperlevel courses before being admitted to their major pro·
gramsThe Department of Educe..
tioo would like to be able .to
place more sophomores in-,._
Education 200. To do this it may become necessa.ry to resbict the number of transfer
students admitted to the
course.
To assure as much as possible &'1 equal chance at the
classes, students wili be admitted on a random basis,
according to the method used
to admit students to the mass
registration area. This means ,
or course, that jtmiors caught
up in the changeover would
have priority over soph<t
mores registering later.
-There is no- intent to cut
back the number of teachers
in conjunction with the issue
of a teacher surplus. Th€!1'e
is no attempt to grade anyone
out, as the department feels
that this .would be far too subjective a decision for an institution to make. The goal
is rather to provide a qualit
program that helps students.
to be- effective with what they
are.
The administratio,'11 realizes
that the new policy may cause
some dissatisfaction. . At ~
time it was deemed moce ex·
pedient to transfer some of
the dissatisfaction from students already in their major
who can't get their courses
to a prerequisite at a lowet
level The aim is to achieve-,.
a better balance between the.-...
present capability of the~
Education department and the
demands made upon _it.

European Summer
NomDds:
MOST ECONOMICAL way to furope. Also .
substantial reductions on auto trove!.
European Oddyssey, Winsted. Mn.
55395.
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Recruitment _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

(cont. from p. 2)
"I am a woman . . . . in a · bodies are now obsolete in missive, coquettish housekeepman's world. ·
an overpopulated world."
er; the male is encouraged grant-financed operation in dent that SCS recently lost. Another point which Johnson
to prepare himself to conquer which Focus .representatives Reid said the student was in said must be considered when
"This means that my life Through the centuries, Lisa the universe.
hire college students who the top 5 per cent of his discussing financial aid for
thus far has been spent living Hobbs notes, females have
visit colleges ar:ound the coun- gr~duating class and served minority students at SCS is the
within institutions and con- been lulled into submission Advertisements directed at try and recruit primarily- as senior class president. How- fact that a good share-16 ot
cepts which men, not women, and - at least the most women come in for their- although not ne<;essaril,y-min- ever, his need was greater 22-minority students on finanmade. It means that I must fortunate ones - cajoled into share of scathing -contempt: ority students for the colleges thoo bis parents' financial cial aid are from out o~ state,
status seemed to indicate and are therefore reqwred to
act, feel, look and speak in accepting the irrelevant, con- " One woman is sick with they visit.
Since SCS could not take thi~ pay $15 per credit hour, as OJ>ways which man has determ- fining aspects of life in a doll's rage at the whiteness of her
"We have ~o;ne. excellent variable factor into consider- posed to in-state s~denits, who
ined are 'suitable' for me . . house of sorts. The time has neighbor's wash; another's
These institutions and atti- now come, she .declares, for neanderthal jaw drops to her ~tude~ts parbcir,atin~ h~r.e ation, the student chose to go pa,y $6-75 per credit hour.
th1 s pr_ogr<lfll, Reid ~a1~; elsewhere. "We need students
. tudes remain intact today and any such delusions to be eradi- knees at the sight of her
Commenting on the diffineighbor's
floor;
another
·
but
difficulties do arise. like that to help attract culty Reid cited - that is
it is the aim of the women's cated. Women should at last
liberation movement to des- realize that they have a very brays like an ass at the sight
"The . student doing the others," Reid asserted.
a student whose parents can
troy them. "
important, unique role to play: of her neighbor's baking."
actual recruiting is not from
afford some support but for
the state in which the college Asked to comment of the one reason or another refuse
"We are not male and can
Writing in the first person never be male - man is not Problems encountered by is located; and he oftentimes concept of block aid grants, it, Johnson. said an affidavit
· Lisa Hobbs, happily mar- female and can never be woman as a worker, a wife, does not know as rriuch as he Milford Johnson, Director of of .non-support maybe obtainried, mother of two, holder female, and this .knowledge a lover are examined with should about the college he Financial Aids said he had ed from the parents. A stuof a degree in sociology, will bring us freedom ."
acerbic lucidity. Sexual desire is recruiting for. This some- no knowledge that such a plan dent .is eligible for considernewspaper reporter, author
and fulfillment are discussed times results in misinforma- had been suggested. Johnson atien of aid regardless of his
of the bestseller, I . Saw Red
The author examines the frankly and in detail. •The tion on the part of the stu- did say that its implementa- parents' financial status if it
China and, now, of Love and role determined for women author's iconoclastic conclu- dent wishing to attend."
tion would make little differ- is determined that the parents
Liberation: Up Front with the by the Greeks 2,500 years ago, sions are best summarized
ence in · his estimation. A do not include him on their
Feminists (McGraw - Hill, and how this male chauvinism by her reaction to one of
Reid also mentioned the fact figure frequently cited as an income tax, have given no
$5.95).
has been expressed by some society's most fundamental that he ls often out of town adequate · block grant is $1600 financial support for a period
of the greatest Western think- institutions:
~
and unable to talk to students per minority student per year. of one year, and have not
This book is concerned prim- ers from Aeschylus and Ariswho come· to the Field Ser- Johnson said the average min- housed him for a like time.
arily with the American wo- totle to Montaigne to Hegel
"Marriage as it is present- vices Office asking questions. ority student grant at SCS .is
man, the author writes, "as to Freud, whom she takes to ly idealized is pathological.
Speaking of financial aids, $1662 per minority student Finally, ~~2 cited tbe n~ed
she · is the woman I know task with a vengeance.
It is a house of cards built R .d f ls
. ·ty tu per year
for a buil'""'6 or center 1or
best." Its findings, however,
on the foundations of human ei ee more rrunon s ·
B-SURE (Black Student Union
apply to women everywhere.
The upbringing of the female dreams and overloaded with dents would be attracted to Jo~on pointed out ~at for Racial Equality). He feels
· Foremost among these is the child is compared with the psychological and material SCS if aids were awarded in ther~ 18 a. feder.al law _whi_ch such a center would be signifact that "large numbers of boy's early education: the girl, expectations. . .The institu- a "lump" sum to a block of reqmres his office to. Justifr ficant in attracting minority
children are no longer needed on one hand, is designated tion of marriage in the future incoming students.
all grants on the basIS of fi- students because it would be
to maintain the species. Wo- such functional toys as dolls, can be justified only if it
'1ln other words," continued nancial need, .and that such "something
significant . to
man's sole societal function, tea sets, pots and pans, direct- assumes a totally new form Reid, "we need .the money need is usually determined show them" when they visit
so long held in awe and ed "tow.ards a subjective re- and totally new free!}oms. to buy top notch students." by a pairen~• confidential form the college. It's recruitement
veneration, has become a lationship with other _people;" There is evidence that this He cited an example of an or by an mcome tax state- function would be as a base
cursed, destructive power. The on the other band, "the boy- process is already underway." "outstanding" minority stu- ment.
of appeal.
only feminine role that was child. . .,through his toys, is
socially imperative and unique offered almost unlimited perto the female genetic nature ceptions and goals." The
has lost its societal value. Our female is reared as a sub-

!~

Coborn's _____________
(cont. from p. 2)
l or a store which squats in
the middle of the college com::: mwnity to distribute such a
flyer while selling large
amounts of beer and cigarettes
to a 'largely captive college
clientele-a clientele that is
charged the highest prices
on some items than any supermarket ih the city according
to a recent Chronicle survey.
The arrogance of the flyer
also speaks through its unanr
swered question-it is axiomatic that prevention is better than cure. However, because Cobo-m's flyer offers
~no suggestion for either, let
me be so presumptuous to sug~est what Cobom's might do:
it- might return some of the

money it takes out of the college community by maki!!Jlg
a donation · to Mountain, the
campus organization that aids
people with d!ug problems.
MOU1I1tain is curreotly looking for a house where they
can provide 24 hour a day help
for people having bad trips,
seeking inhrmation or merely
in need of someone . to talk
with.
A contribution - perhaps
a month's profit on beer, cigarettes, No·Doz and Vivarin
-might make Cobom's a
more welcome neighbor in
the college community anq
the south side of town.
Craig Wilkins

Get agroup of 8 or more .
together for as little as...
1NcLuoEs:
. eOM niaht lodgin&

In an incinerator our carton i·s consumed almost completely.
All_that's left is carbon dioxide, Wqter and a few ashes.
And for convenient disposal, our Plasticarton can be crushed flat.
If it becomes litter, it gradually returns to its natural state
through the simple process of weathering.
Pure-Pak Plasticartons: crushable, burnable, biodegradable.
The natural better choice.

$1575~rn:~1\0N

r-----------------

I MAIL
I

. in Grand Rapids I
eTwo days skiing

Of all .the contain-ers we
.could have _put ~-ur milk in,
we chose the one that doesn't
hurt th·e environment.

I

COUPON FOR INFORMATION
OR PHONE 218/326-3473

SUGAR HIL~S, Bo~ 280C
Grand
Minn.
Nam e _ _
_ _Rapids,
___
_ _ _ _~

• Use of pool or sauna I
• Teenage dance
I Address _

111

_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

• Adult entertainment I City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
and saloon
I Stat~ _ _ __ _ _ _ lip _ _ ___

Purity Milk Co_.
601 8th Ave. No.
St. Cloud, Minn. 5630 I
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A.T TENTION
HEAD START PROGRAM - 710½ St. Germain.
ions looking for agressive Go B&T for the best trip bindings, Bargain $20.00, Call
S-T-R-E-T·C-H your beer mo- before going out dancmg stop LOOKING
FOR something capable hard working Man• to DaytOllla Beach. 8 days at Bill 1-6 p.m. 252·5828._

ney. 6 glasses beer for a buck in and get a head start on
at The Broadway in Sauk Ra- your friends at the Broadway,
pids.
Sauk Rapids.
WHAT NOW? Antique fur . '-YHAT NOW? Far-out Valerucoats, $l 5.oo.
.
tme cards.
IF I COULD SHOW. you how DO TYPING call 251-2619 af.
to llve good -and not pay altllY ter 5:30 or on wee~ends.
rent would you be interested? TYPING THEMES etc. mi my
Jo~ Moe 2526372 _
· home. 252-1813.
ALTERATIONS and REPAIR IDEAL JOB for right college
of moo and women's clothing, student- Care for ·children
123-l8th Ave. No. Phone 252_ ages 8, · 6, 2. Responsible
2204.
g.:rl will erujoy private room,
FREE BEER, buy 2 glasses bath, starting pay $65 weekly.
get the third one free at the Young parc:nts would like a
Broadway in Sauk Rapids, driver and swimmer to do
WHAT NOW? Zap Comix
some cooking and lite houseWILL DO BABYSITTING in work. Start end of March thru
my home in college area ex- Labor Day. Cleaning help em·
perienced, have refere:ices ployed. Send picture and qual252·8777.
' ifications to Mrs. John Gerli
~EARLY WEDS! See your J~. So. Stanwich Rd-, Gree~
rmg leader - Feiler Jewel- wich, Corm. 06830.
ers.
THE PIPE & Tobacco House

· Happenings---------Coin Club

Apocalypse

The SCS Coin Club will meet
Dave Hanney is featured
1\tesday. in Brown Hall 103 iin the Coffee House Apocaat 7· p-m.
lypse tommorrow at 8:30 p;m.
Basketball

different to do? Stop in and
play pool, cards or have a
pizza. Every third beer is
FREE. The Broadway, Sauk
Rapids•

ager Salesman to handle tick~t
sales on campus full or part
time basis ..prefer sophomore
or older student active in
student affairs- Write Covent
WANTED
Gardens at 724 4th Ave. So.
Mitlllleapolis givmg full exRIDE to Wilmar and back perience and current activiby 2 men. Cll1!11 l~ve and ties; or call between 9 and
come back ooy time. · Call 1 p.m, daily at 332-3710.
Dwayne 251-3253.
•
PERSONAL
A TUNNEL from 601 8th Ave.
HI MOM!
Call 253-3095 if you like to HAPPY BIRTHDAY, . Dave!
dig. DIG?
McCORD keep an eye on Dave
THEATR~ TICKET sales re- if_ you guys go celebrating in
presentabve - Friars - Co- Sioux Falls.
vent Garden Theatre Product- TURN ON to sun and fun.

the Carnival Motor Inn on the
beach! Call Charlie 253-3549.

FOR SALE
housing contract, call Ruth
TAPE PLAYER - 8 track, 252-0532.
car or home, 7 tapes, 2 MALE, unapproved, kitchen

speakers, 253-3082 Bruce•
COUCH that folds into full
size bed. Good cond. call 2526574.
C:RAIG CASSETTE NO. 3501
.call 253-2284. New.
MUSKRAT fur coat. 251-2897.
1965 CHEVELLE, stick, 4
door, . 49,000, 1 owner. Call
252-3209·
WOOD SKIIS, bra111d new with

liM•D $JS!LUE
.

AMPEX MICRO 32 deluxe cassette
tape recorder with FM/AM radio.
Operates on batteries, house current or in
your car with optional adapter. Built-in NiCad battery recharge circuit. With deluxe
case, shoulder_strap, earphone, remote control microphone.

LSA

"Jam the Gym." night is
Abortion will be the topic
tomorrow mght when SCS Tuesday at 8 p.m• at "The
plays Michigan Tech at 7: 30 Meeting Place." There will
be a guest speaker who has
p.m.
obtained ~aiowledge on the
Ski Club
There will be a Ski Club s4bject. If you are interested
meeting Monday at 6:30 p.m. in more information, the
in Brown Hall auditorium. churches' view, or have quesThe Lochlomanci trip has been tions, feel free to drop ilni.
set for Feb. 19-21. If you plan
Wesley
to go, be sure to come to the
There will be a T.V. party
meeting to sign up. There will at Wesley tonight at 8:30
also be a film.
p.m. to view the program
"The Church's Response to
IVCF
IV meets on Tuesday eve- the Enviroornental Crisis"
Illing at 7 p-m. in the Civic with Dr- Bryant of United
_room, Atwood. A panel will Theological Seminary.
focus on one major issue and
Spring Trip
discuss how and if Jesus
Christians in Cooperation
Christ helps us to find the ainr is sponsoring a travel seminar
swers. The next dep team is dur~ng Spring break. The trip
on Feb. 7 iin St. Paul.
will go through some of the
Southern states. For more
Teacher Education
Students may apply for information, contact the WesTeacher Education oo Tuesday ley House at 252-6518.
Chardin Class
at 1 or 2 p.m. in the Business
Building, room 119. It is im- A class discussing the coo...
portant that you be on time tributions of Chardi.nl, philand bring a pen or pencil.
osopher, poet and more, meets
SEO
every Sunday at 9:30 a.m. at
Students for EnvirO!llmenital First United
Methodist
Defense will · hold a meetilng Church.
on Monday at 7 p.m. in SHMed-Tech Club
131.
Interested Medical TechnolKV~C-FM
ogy majors interested in the
KVSC-FM (88.5) broadcasts field of Medical Technology
the action live tomorrow night are invite·.! to Brown Hall 232
when . tht! SCS Huskies meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. The movie
Michigan Tech. Broadcast "In the Medical Laboratory"
time is 7:15 p.m.
will be shown.

Ski bus schedule
The following schedule indicates the bus
hours for Ski Day_·':'7hich will be held Tuesday,
February 9, as part of the Sno-Daze activities.
Students will be required to pay a 25-cent roundtrip ticket fee.
·
12:30 p.m.-leave · SCS campus for Powder
Ridge
1 p.m.-leave Powder Ridge for SCS
1:30 p.m.-leave SCS
·
2:30 p.m.-leave Powder Ridge
3 p.m.-leave SCS
5:30 p.m.-leave Powde[' Ridge
6 p.m.-leave SCS
7 p.m.-leave Powder Ridge
7:30 p.m.-leave SCS
last load leaving SCS
9 p.m.-leave Powder Ridge
10:30 p.m.-leave ;powder Ridge.
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facilities - stop in at 328
4th Ave. So, Available Feb.
1st.
INEXPENSIVE LIVING, 1965
Rollo home, mobile home
colonial interior 685-8188 Cold ·
Eprin,gs.
~
LARGE private room with
cookmrg for quiet girl. Available Marc~1 1, $47 month.
251-5900· after 3 p.m.

Get 4 new Ampex high frequency
one hour cassette tapes plus ~n
exclusive Ampex cassette caddy
to hold them when you buy any of
the quality Ampex portables below. A total retail value of $15.75.
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ROOMS
FOR SALE: sprill11g qtr. L&L

s12995

A

PEX
AMPEX MICRO 34
cassette tape
recorder/player with
FM/AM radio.

AMPEX MICRO 14 cassette tape
recorder/ player.
Unique styling with "floating mike" that removes for remote use. Operates on batteries,
house current or In car with optional adapter.
With earphone, dynamic mike, deluxe case
and carrying strap.

i
$~01
iiJ

FREE TAPE OFFER
PLUS AMPEX 40&
FULL RANGE SPEAKER

VALUE

AMPEX MICRO 24 deluxe cassette tape recorder.
You get the 4 extended frequency cassette tapes, cassette caddy, plus a full range extension speaker that plugs
in for full fidelity sound at home or anywhere with this
deluxe recorder. Operates on AC, batteries, or in car with optional adapter. Ni-Cad
battery recharge circu it. Complete with
earphone, mike, carrying case, shoulder
strap.
·

$9995

H,OUSE · OF STEREO:
·Authorized Dealer of Dual-Fisher-Ampex
Call 251-3336 After 6:30. P.M.
Weekdays - All Day Weekends

Compact portable operates on house current or
batteries. Built-in NI-Cad
battery recharge circuit.
Handy fold-down handle.
With earphone, remote
control mike and power
cord.

$9995

